
Voters in ALL 50 States decide who 

only the NPV States Vote for. 

 

National Popular Vote (NPV) backers claim their plan will “Make Every Voter EQUAL”.  WRONG!    In fact, as this 

graphic shows, the voters in the States are WAY better off with Electoral College 

protections. The NPV does exactly the OPPOSITE of what’s promised.   

It actually makes voters across the country UNEQUAL!     Why? Because this 

poorly-written NPV scheme is NOT a national law, but is a contract among only 20 

to maybe 23 States, whose voters are made very UNEQUAL to the voters in the 

majority of the States that did not join the contract!  (When governments into 

contracts with each other, they’re called “compacts”.)  It does this, by using a 

DIFFERENT voter base in 

choosing the Electors in each 

of the NPV Compact States. 

THE NPV States use a 

nationwide popular vote 

count, as computed individually by each compact State’s chief 

election officer. They do NOT use the Statewide vote count in their 

own State! That vote outcome is IGNORED!  Every one of the NON-

NPV States – which will be the majority of the States – simply 

continue to count their OWN voters’ votes to decide which Electors 

will be chosen in that State to cast their State’s Votes. 

EXAMPLE – When Michigan lawmakers choose to join the NPV Compact, MICHIGANDERS will then make up only 3.5% of 

the decision of what happens with MICHIGAN’s Electors (and for whom they cast Michigan’s votes)!  In OHIO – not a 

Compact member – only OHIO voters will determine which of OHIO’s Electors are chosen.  In Michigan, OHIO voters will 

decide 3.7% of MICHIGAN’s decision and Michigan voters will decide 3.5% of MICHIGAN’s decision.  In Ohio, Michigan 

voters will decide 0.0% of OHIO’s decision and Ohio voters will decide 100.0% of OHIO’s decision. 

National Popular Vote – Makes Voters UNEQUAL. 

Keep Our 50 States    -   Help us to defend the Electoral College!  

www.KeepOur50States.org 

The National Popular Vote Scheme 
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